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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
PDP Submission 333Further Submission 069
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Hearing stream 4:

● Centres - City Centre Zone (CCZ), Neighbourhood 
Centre Zone (NCZ), Local Centre Zone (LCZ), 
Metropolitan Centre Zone (MCZ)

● Centres - Commercial Zone (CZ), Mixed Use Zone 
(MUZ), General Industrial Zone (GIZ)

● Waterfront Zone (WFZ)
● Wind (WIND)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The Thorndon Residents’ Association is here to reclaim a couple of small but significant inner residential character and heritage areas which have been snatched by the PDP as Centre Centre Zone (CCZ). The battle to retain the valued remnants of historic residential Thorndon. 
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TRA’s Principal Submission

https://1drv.ms/x/s!Agf-EcpyPPY8xzJg0XdvdUa_ARsR?e=BfGp26

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
20220603 list of character sites - Portland and Selwyn Thorndonhttps://1drv.ms/x/s!Agf-EcpyPPY8xzJg0XdvdUa_ARsR?e=BfGp26 

https://1drv.ms/x/s!Agf-EcpyPPY8xzJg0XdvdUa_ARsR?e=BfGp26
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Relief sought 

That the Selwyn & Portland enclaves:

1) not be included in the City Centre Zone;

2) instead be included in the Medium Density Residential Zone;

3) be included in character precincts.



There’s adequate 
space to manage a 
superior balance.

Options exist to 
avoid the risk/error 
of compromising 
existing highly 
valued residential 
areas. 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1GSiU-QGFqOboj45VXf5bmJbsgLhQesHq/view?usp=sharing
5

Inner residential 
neighbourhoods 
like 
Thorndon/Pipitea 
have made an 
acceptable 
contribution to city 
growth under the 
ODP, and can 
continue to do so 
without destroying 
the existing 
residential fabric.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
ODP - Operative District PlanThe Residents’ Association has been opposing this proposal from the outset i.e. the early days of the draft Spatial Plan. Sometimes it feels as though the will of the community, the care for local wisdom and values, are not been allowed to penetrate ‘the system’. Therefore, the Association is very grateful for this robust review process; this important opportunity to be heard independently. This is an extract from the TRA’s submission on the Draft DP, December 2021Resubmitted by the Association in response to the Proposed DP, September 2022Site by site analysis undertaken by the Thorndon Residents’ Association.  This slide illustrates results from Thorndon Quay, but the rest of Pipitea/Thorndon was canvassed too. 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1GSiU-QGFqOboj45VXf5bmJbsgLhQesHq/view?usp=sharing


Thorndon Highly Values its Residential Character

Lest we forget …
● Significant parts of Thorndon were sacrificed for the motorway
● 100’s of homes demolished 
● Over 2,000 people displaced
● Even disturbed the dead (Bolton St cemetery)
● A legacy is Thorndon’s demolition graveyard, now called Kaiwharawhara Point

What remains is now is very highly valued by the community

The PDP’s re-zoning on the highly valued eastern flank of Thorndon ignores our story, the 
character and heritage, and other considerable values for the city. 

The greenest buildings are our remaining resilient, timber-built character houses.  

Consigning more to demolition waste in landfills, AND replacing them with concrete, glass and 
steel, is merely a recipe for massively increasing carbon emissions. 6

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Arrest the proposed CCZ encroachment onto Thorndon’s highly valued character residential zones. The PDP proposes a significant land grab from inner residential Thorndon by zoning both the Portland Precinct and the Selwyn Precinct as CCZ It also zones the special Hobson Precinct as HRZ (these precincts are in the yellow areas highlighted on the map)Zone the precincts the same as the rest of our community i.e. Medium Density Residential Zones (MRZ) The final ignominy is DENYING the existence of the distinctive charm and highly valued character of these areas  Given the strategic objective for climate change and sustainability and the objective to maintain a sense of place and identity via a qualifying matter called a Character Precinct … the lack of recognition of these distinctive areas of Thorndon seems indiscriminate and out of step with the declared strategic goals. These incongruities within the PDP are troublesome. The PDP can easily address this discontinuity and it would be a win-win to restore alignment with the strategic objectives, appropriately rehabilitate our community, and ensure a cohesiveness in the Plan for Thorndon overall. We seek extended Character Precincts in line with Boffa Miskell
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“Amenity and design   

Development in the City Centre Zone positively contributes to creating a high 
quality, well-functioning urban environment, including:  

1. Reinforcing the City Centre Zone’s distinctive sense of place; ”

The TRA asserts that the proposal to re-zone these two quality character inner 
residential areas of Thorndon to CCZ as completely unnecessary.  

- It’s inconsistent with what the community values
- Risks plundering a limited resource 
- It does not reinforce a ‘distinctive sense of place’ … it erodes Thorndon’s heritage 

& character and sense of place. 
- The re-zoning is not adequately justified; the city can have its cake and eat it.

Page 4 of 30 Print Date: 13/07/2022
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https://1drv.ms/x/s!Agf-
EcpyPPY8xzJg0XdvdUa ARsR?e=NXlLYE

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
What the catalogue looks like

https://1drv.ms/x/s!Agf-EcpyPPY8xzJg0XdvdUa_ARsR?e=NXlLYE
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Includes links to photos of every property. Historic urban intensification - character and heritage on tiny land parcels 
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Samples of the abundant residential character within the Selwyn and Portland precincts. 
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Portland

Selwyn

Enlargement

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We thank the WCC GIS team for generating this map for usIn the Operative District Plan the two highlighted areas are inner residential character areas. In the PDP they’re zoned City Centre Zone (CCZ). 
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In previous Hearing Streams we have submitted this evidence of the recognised extent of valued heritage in Thorndon.
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https://wellington.govt.nz/-/media/your-
council/meetings/committees/strategy-and-policy-
committee/2010/08/05/files/report_1.pdf

Appendix 2
Boffa Miskell map 2009

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This map was generated 14 years ago by Boffa Miskell Ltd and WCC. An assessment of the extent of heritage in Thorndon.The PDP has the potential to decimate aspects of this special inner residential suburb. This is the foundation for the definition of heritage areas in Thorndon. As previously submitted by the Association, the assertion has always been that the proposed Character Areas should be anchored to these areas. All character areas could equally be considered heritage areas (& thereby not need any s77L assessments); 

https://wellington.govt.nz/-/media/your-council/meetings/committees/strategy-and-policy-committee/2010/08/05/files/report_1.pdf
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Possible Heritage Areas 2008

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
A summary from the Boffa Miskell report
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11 April 2023

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
View of historic residential character from the heart of the neighbouring commercial zone in Molesworth StWe still have these visual linkages. This is looking toward the Portland CresAlso framed by Te Ahumairangi Hill in the background.  
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https://www.livewellington.org/news

The Thorndon Residents’ Association supports LIVE WELLington.org 

https://www.livewellington.org/news


Planning for Growth - accuracy of assumptions?

The PDP asserts a population increase up to 80,000 over the next 30 years
BUT
StatsNZ’s projections range from a low of 7,200 fewer citizens through to a high increase of 59,900 over 30 years 17

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Extract from the TRA’s Submission in Hearing Stream 1We challenged the continual use of +80,000 popn. projection being used.It is the Association’s view that there’s is no necessity for a radical  zone change covering the Selwyn & Portland precincts.The DP horizon is 10yrs. StatsNZ’s projection for 2033 ranks +26,500 at the HIGH end of their projections. StatsNZ’s projection for 2033 rank +11,000 as the MEDIUM of their projection scaleWe draw your attention to StatsNZ’s LOW projection for 10yrs is -4,500 fewer in 2033 than their baseline in 2018 !The accuracy of the population dataset used by WCC has to be questioned. Population assumptions have a significant strategic impact.If questionable projections have been used then perhaps other parts of the PDP could be skewed, and deserving of review or relaxation. But it’s not only about Wellington’s projections. What about near ‘others’ and the complex dynamics of demographics between Councils in our area?Paradigm-shifts are already apparent, such working remotely, and potentially other game-changing catalysts exist too.What’s projected to happen in neighbouring cities or centres in our region that could be impactful for Wellington’s population and planning?  There could be significant impacts on social fabric, on the rates base, and everything else. At risk is the city over densifying if we’ve got our demographic modelling wrong. 
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“23. … evidence provides a summary of the economics of housing development which 
establishes that there is generally no such trade-off. Zoning shapes where housing is 
built and what it looks like, but does not generally change how much is built overall, 
nor change market prices. Zoning rules have only 4 localised effects on prices. The 
upshot is that Wellington can, colloquially, “have its cake and eat it too” by 
preserving what local residents value at no cost to housing supply or 
affordability.” 

The Thorndon Residents’ Association highlights the expert evidence submitted for 
Hearing Stream 4 by the Newtown Residents’ Association; ref T. Helm. 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Newtown is scheduled for hearing 1:30PM on 30 June 2023

https://wellington.govt.nz/-/media/your-council/plans-policies-and-bylaws/district-plan/proposed-district-plan/files/hearing-streams/04/submitter-evidence/newtown-residents-association/submitter-evidence--t-helm-for-newtown-residents-association-440--fs74.pdf
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The Thorndon Residents’ Association supports evidence submitted 
by the Trustees of the Eldin Family Trust legal submission for Hearing 
Stream 2, 24 March 2023

Extract from the TRA’s further submission:

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Eldin Family Trust’s Legal submission:https://wellington.govt.nz/-/media/your-council/plans-policies-and-bylaws/district-plan/proposed-district-plan/files/hearing-streams/02/legal-submissions/trustees-of-eldin-family-trust/submitter-legal-submission---trustees-of-the-eldin-family-trust-(287).pdf

https://wellington.govt.nz/-/media/your-council/plans-policies-and-bylaws/district-plan/proposed-district-plan/files/hearing-streams/02/legal-submissions/trustees-of-eldin-family-trust/submitter-legal-submission---trustees-of-the-eldin-family-trust-(287).pdf
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Relief sought 

That the Selwyn & Portland enclaves:

1) not be included in the City Centre Zone;

2) be included in the Medium Density Residential Zone;

3) be included in character precincts.
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WIND

The Association made Further Submissions on wind in residential zones. 
This was acknowledged in the s42 report.

An Association member, Mr Murcott, made a Principal Submission on 
wind in residential zones. This was captured in the Summary of 
Submissions (point 322.25) however it wasn’t counted in the s42 report. 

The Association supports Mr Murcott’s submission. He is also scheduled 
to appear in Hearing Stream 4.
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Thank you
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